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THE MEDIAL MORAINES OF THE LOWER GLACIER DE 
TSIDjIORE NOUVE, VALAIS, SWITZERLA ND 

By R . J. SMALL and M. J. C LARK 

(D epartment of Geography, University of Southampton, Southampton, England) 

ABSTRACT. The two medial moraines of the Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve are nourished by rock debris 
revealed a t the surface by progressive a bla tion down-glacier. The sources of the moraine appear to be rock 
outcrops margina l to or above the Pigne d'Arolla ice fall , much of the d etri tus entering the glacier via 
crevasses either at the summit or the base of the ice fall. The role of differential ablation in the emergence 
of the moraines as relief features is illuminated by measurements made in the late summers of 197 1 and 1972. 
The eventua l decl ine of the moraines down-glacier is related to factors of reducing d ebris supply, lateral 
sliding and accelerated abla tion due to attenuation of the detrita l cover to a mean thickness of 1 cm or less. 
A model of moraine development, different in several respects from that proposed by Loomis (1970) for the 
Kaskawulsh Glacier, Alaska, is outlined. 

RESUME. us moraines medianes de la par/ie inferieure du glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve dans le Valais, Suisse. Les 
deux moraines medianes du glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve sont nourries par des debris de roe qui a ppara issent 
a la surface en raison de l'ablation progressive au bas du glacier. Les sources d e la mora ine semblent ctre un 
affieurement rocheux, marginal a la cascade d e seracs d e la Pigne d'Arolla, beaucoup de detritus penetrant 
dans le glacier par les crevasses formees a la base d e la cascade. Le role de l'ablation differentielle dans 
l'emergence des moraines comme des reliefs, est illustre par les mesures faites en fin d 'ete 1971 et 1972. 
L'eventuel abaissement d es moraines au bas du glacier es t en relation avec les facteurs d e reduction de 
l'approvisionnement en debris, avec le glissement la teral , et avec l'accelera tion de l'ablation en raison de 
l'amincissement de la couche d e debris jusqu'a une epaisseur moyenne de 1 cm ou moins. On evoque un 
modele de developpement de moraine, different a plusieurs egards de celui propose par Loomis ( 1970) pour 
le K askawulsh Glacier, Alaska. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die M ilteimoriinen de.< Un/eren Tsidjiore-Nouve-Gletschers, Wallis, Schweiz. Die beiden 
Mittelmoranen des Tsidjiore-Nouve-Gletschers werden von Felsschutt ernahrt, der durch die gletscher
abwarts zunehmende Ablation an die Eisoberflache gelangt. Die Quellen der Morane scheinen Flesvor
sprilnge am Rande des Pigne d'Arolla-Eisfalls zu sein. Der griisste Teil des Geriills gelangt durch Spaiten, 
die sich a m Untergrund d es Eisfalls bilden, in den Gletscher. Durch Messungen in den Spatsommern 1971 
und 1972 wurde die Bedeutung wechselnder Ablation filr das H ervortreten der Moranen als R eliefer
scheinungen geklart. Der gelegentliche Verfall der Moranen gletscherabwarts hangt von folgenden Faktoren 
ab: Abnahme der Geriillzufuhr, seitliches Gleiten und beschleunigte Ablation infolge von Verminderung der 
Schuttbedeckung auf eine Durchschnittsdicke von 1 cm oder noch weniger. Ein Modell der Moranenent
wicklung wird vorgelegt, das sich in mehreren Beziehungen von dem von Loomis (1970) fur d en Kaskawulsh 
Glacier vorgeschlagenen unterscheidet. 

THE lower part of the Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve extends approximately 2 km north
eastwards from the base of the ice fall flanking the northern face of the Pigne d' Arolla 
(3796 m ), at the head of the Arolla branch of the Val d'Herens, Valais, Switzerland (Fig. I ) . 
The glacier is notable for its considerable burden of supraglacial moraine, largely composed 
of blocks and finer fragments of light grey gneiss of the Arolla Series of the D ent Blanche 
Nappe and highly fractured darker schists of the Schistes Lustres Series. This material forms 
two well-defined m edial moraines, each approximately I km in length, which at their down
glacier ends spread to m erge with marginal morainic debris. Of the two moraines that to the 
south (right) is markedly broader and higher (reaching a width of 101 m and a maximum 
elevation of 22.25 m above nearby bare ice, compared with corresponding figures of 59 m 
and 6 m for the northern m oraine), and will accordingly be referred to throughout this 
paper as the main moraine; that to the north (left) is termed the subsidiary moraine. 

A. THE FORM OF THE MEDIAL MORAINES 

D espite differences of scale, the two m oraines have certain features in common : 

( I) From their positions and orientations both appear to be nourished by rock outcrops 
either above or to each side of the Pigne d ' Arolla ice fall; the uncertainty over the latter point 
is due simply to the absence of observable continuity of debris between source and morame. 
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Fig. I. Location and main/eatures 0/ the Glacier de Tsitijiore Nouve. 
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The uppermost part of the lower Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve is, in fact, comparatively free 
of surface rocks, and the medial moraines only begin to take shape over 400 m down-glacier 
from the base of the ice fall. The most likely explanation of this discontinuity is that frost
shattered material falls directly into crevasses and emerges at the surface as a result of pro
longed ablation farther down the glacier (Embleton and King, 1968, p . 345). 

(2) The two moraines in their upper parts take the form of discontinuous mounds of 
surface debris, which gradually merge to give continuous ridges (Fig. 2) . The main moraine 
in particular consists at first of a series of debris-covered ice mounds, ice cones and ice ridges, 
with the major axes of the latter orientated across the glacier. Aerial photographs show that 
the cones and ridges are closely related to the dark ice bands of the ogives that are well 
developed on the lower Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve (King and Lewis, 1961 ). 

(3) The main and subsidiary moraines are, as relief features, composed overwhelmingly 
of glacier ice, which is merely overlain by a veneer of fine gritty and stony debris (usually 
about 5- 10 cm in thickness) , together with large numbers of angular gneiss and schist frag
ments up to and exceeding I m in maximum dimension. 

(4) Both moraines grow in height, relative to adjacent bare ice, in a down-glacier direction , 
and reach points of maximum elevation beyond which they undergo decline. In the case of 
the subsidiary moraine this decline is gentle over a distance of several hundreds of metres, but 
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the main moraine, after flu ctuating in height below the point of maximum elevation, loses 
height more rapid ly (Fig. 2). A notable feature is that the continuity of the debris cover of 
the two m oraines becomes less perfect down-glacier, with the gritty layer being a ttenuated 
and pa tches of bare or nearl y bare ice appearing in large numbers. 
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Fig. 2. Long-profile of the main medial moraine of the Glacier de Tsidjiore NOllVe, September 197 1. 

B. FACTORS IN THE DEVE LOPMENT O F THE MEDIAL MORAI NES 

It is postulated that the em ergence of the m edial moraines as surface accumulations 
results from ice ablation that is cumulatively greater in a down-glacier direc tion ; indeed no 
other explanation seems feasible. The subsequen t d evelopment of the mora ines as morpho
logical features must largely be the product of differential ablation of bare and protected ice. 
M easurem ents at four sites on the Glacier d e Tsidjiore Nouve made in 1971 and derived from 
bamboo canes inserted into holes drilled into the ice surface showed that ablation beneath a 
6 cm d ebris layer amounted to only 78.3% of that of nearby clean ice. This figure accords 
wi th the 66 % d etermined for I sfall sglaciaren by 0strem (1959, 1965) and the 74% derived 
by Loomis (1970) for the Kas\awulsh Glacier, Alaska. The resu lts of a more recent and 
detailed study of the Glacier de T sidjiore Nouve, involving measurem ents of ablation at 
eleven sites forming a transect of the glacier, are shown in Table I. From this it will be seen 

TABLE I. ABLATlON T RANSECT SEPTEMBER 1972 

Mean diurnal % of mean diurnal 
Site No. D escription ablation ablation of bare ice 

cm 
1. Ba re white ice 1.97 
2. I cm fine debris 3.69 172.3 
3· 2- 3 cm coarse debris 1.69 78.9 
4 · I cm fin e debris 2.6 1 121·9 
5· Bare dark ice 1.92 
6. Ba re white ice 2.52 
7· 3- 4 cm coarse debris 1.82 85 .0 
8. 7 cm coarse and fin e debris 1.34 62.6 
9· 2 cm coarse debris 1.42 66·3 

10. 3 cm coarse debris 1.80 84. 1 
11. 6 cm coarse debris 1.35 63. 1 

M ean ablation : ba re ice 2. 14 cm 
M ean a blation: debris covered ice 1·94 cm 90 .6 
M ean abla tion : debris cover 2 cm plus 1.57 cm 73·3 
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that the mean diurnal ablation of covered ice was as high as 90.6% of that of bare ice. How
ever, the figure has been inAated by the relatively high ablation rates occurring at two sites 
with a I cm cover of debris. If these are abstracted, and the sites with a debris cover of 2 cm 
or more are considered , the rate of ablation of protected ice drops to 73.3 % of that of bare ice. 

These figures clearly support the inference that the development of the Tsidjiore Nouve 
medial moraines as relief forms is related to differential lowering of the ice-surface over a 
lengthy period. An hypothesis invoking upthrusting of material along shear-planes (Boulton, 
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Fig. 3A. Cross-profiles of the main medial moraine. 
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1967, p . 7'20 ; Souchez, 1966, p . '25 I), such as at first sight might be suggested by the irregular 
nature of the cones and ridges at the heads of the moraines, not only seems unnecessary but is 
backed by no observable evidence. The postulate a lready m ade, that below the Pigne d 'Arolla 
ice fall the rock debris that is to form the moraines is englacial , having been incorporated 
from above and in some way concentrated in the dark ogives, is adequate to explain all the 
features noted . Down-glacier this material is exposed in increasing quantities, protecting the 
subjacen t ice and promoting the development of ice-cored mounds and ridges coincident with 
the dark ice. These will naturally vary in size, depending on the effectiveness of the surface 
debris in inhibiting ablation. Where a particular season has produced much gelifraction of 
exposed rock faces, and thus a dark "summer" ice band with a high detrital content, the 
c:wer will be thicker and more effective, and a larger-than-average mound will form. An 
important controlling factor in debris supply may be variations in the configuration of the 
ice-fall and /or upper glacier from year to year, causing some rock outcrops to be weathered 
in certain summers but not others. Although these yearly variations will inevitably occur, 
there will of course be a general tendency for surface detritus to increase down-glacier because 
of the cumulative effects of ablation. Furthermore this material will eventually be spread, by 
slipping down the flanks of individual ice cones and ridges, over intervening white ice ogives, 
to give a continuous longitudinal detrital cover and hence in time a continuous moraine ridge. 

One may calculate tentatively the rate at which such medial moraines will grow in height. 
Assuming the mean annual ablation of bare ice to be 5 m , and that of ice covered by a debris 
layer 5- JO cm in thickness to be 3.5 m to 4 m (figures consistent with ablation rates observed 
In the field ), the annual growth rate will be 1.0 m to 1.5 m. However, ridge growth is not 
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Fig. 3 B . Cross-profiles of the subsidiary medial moraine. 
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simply a function of differential m elting induced by insolation and atmospheric warmth. As 
the ridge begins to take shape, it will ac t as an important longitudinal drainage divide, 
focusing m elt water laterally onto areas of bare ice, which are thus subjected to stream 
" erosion". In this way the lowering of the ba re ice vales is accelerated and the intervening 
morainic ridges further accentuated. An opposing factor wi ll , however, eventually come into 
play. As the side slopes of the moraine are steepened , through its growth in height and direct 
undercutting by marginal melt-water streams, sliding of the debris cover begins . Cross
sections of the main moraine (Fig. 3A) indicate that the angles of repose of debris on ice here 
are as low as 27°-29°. If these are exceeded slipping of detritus reveals bare ice, ablation is 
increased , and the ice slope angle lowered . Once the moraine reaches a critical elevation 
(in the case of the main moraine eviden tly 20- 25 m ) the process becom es so important that a 
further increase of height may be impossible. 

C. MODELS Of MORAINE DEVELOPMENT 

Loomis ( 1970) has proposed the following explanation of the form of the medial moraine 
of the Kaskawulsh Glacier, Alaska. On the upper part of the glacier the moraine grows in 
height, relative to adjacent bare ice, owing to the increasing concentration (in a lateral 
direction ) of protective supraglacial rock d ebris. The maximum height (20 m ) is attained 
1.4 km from the head of the moraine. Subsequently the cover is thinned by la teral sliding 
over slopes of 39°-43° and by the operation of extending flow. The moraine declines in 
height to 7 m (5 km from the head of the moraine), after which relief is constant for several 
kilometres towards the glacier snout. This last feature is taken to denote an equilibrium 
condition, with the forces causing the moraine to decline exactly counterbalancing those 
promoting its vertical growth. 

It will be apparent that Loomis' explanation cannot be applied to the moraines of the 
lower Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve without some modifica tion. The latter are different not 
only in scale. A concentration of the upper part of the debris cover, produced on the Kaska
wulsh Glacier by lateral compression between two merging ice-streams, does not affect the 
Tsidjiore Nouve moraines . These remain constant or actually increase in width from the very 
beginning (note especially the main moraine in Fig. 3A) . Moreover, the main moraine of the 
Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve, after attaining its maximum vertical dimensions, declines com
paratively rapidly down-glacier- indeed within a distance of less than 200 m. 

A revised model, incorporating the various suggestions made in this paper and applicable 
to moraines developing on glaciers fed by major ice falls rather than those resulting from the 
junction of tributary glaciers (the Kaskawulsh si tuation), is depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. 

(I) The "waxing" stage. Englacial debris, d erived from frost weathering of rock faces 
immediately adjacent to and /or above the ice surface, is concentrated in relatively narrow 
zones in the upper layers of the Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve. As the mode of ingress is assumed 
to be surface crevasses, the layers charged with debris will not be more than 100 m in thickness 
and perhaps less in the case of the subsidiary moraine. One problem encountered in the field 
is that exposures of ice, on the walls of crevasses and the sides of moulins, rarely show significan t 
concentrations of englacial debris and indeed often appear to be remarkably clean. However, 
careful examination of the ice surface, particularly in the zone at the head of the moraines, 
has revealed a considerable number of blocks emerging, usually along the lines of closed 
crevasses. These blocks are commonly in a state of incipient disintegration, especially where 
composed of schist, and i t it may well be that much of the finer' debris comprising the moraines 
is derived from the breakdown of larger rock fragments either within the ice or when exposed 
at its surface. An important piece of evidence is a fforded by a private investigation carried 
ou t by Grande Dixence S.A., Lausanne, in 195 1. In an attempt to determine the basal 
configuration of the Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve along a line of profile between the base of 
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Fig. 4. Aifodel of moraine development: cross-profiles. 
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the Pigne d'Arolla ice fall and the points of em ergence of the medial moraines, 40 electro
thermal probes were inserted into the ice. Of these, 22 reached the base of the glacier, 
showing this to be generally at a depth of 160- 183 m; 18 on the other hand fail ed because the 
probes were impeded by englacial rocks- and of these so % were terminated at depths 
between 48 and 95 m and none at a depth greater than I 10 m . To return to the model, as 
such englacial material is released by ablation the moraines grow in height and continuity 
down-glacier (Figs. 4A, B, C and SA). However, at a stage prior to the release of a ll englacial 
debris, surface concentration may be reduced by sliding over lateral slopes as these approach 
30°. 

A LONG PROFILE OF MEDIAL MORAINE (GENERALIS ED) 
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Fig. 5. Model of moraine developmetl/: long-profiles. 

(2) The "waning" stage. After attaining maximum relief the moraines decline owing 
to the operation of several factors (Figs. 4D and SA). Most important is attenuation of the 
protective cover as the supply of englacial debris falls away and lateral spreading of a constant 
amount of surficial moraine continues. However, it needs to be realized that this would not 
cause a significant reduction in the height of the moraine, or even permit the attainment of the 
equilibrium state envisaged by Loomis, unless thinning of the moraine cover caused an initial 
increase in the rate of ablation above that of bare ice; hence the assumption of an accelerated 
rate of S.S m per annum in Figure 4D. That this may be justified is indicated by the observa
tions of 0strem (who found that with a cover of less than o.S cm the ablation rate was raised 
to approximately 130% of that of bare ice) and Loomis (who produced a comparable figure 
of 129%) . M easurements made in September 1972 along the crest of the main Tsidjiore 
Nouve moraine in its waning section offer further support (Table II ) . The debris cover here 
was found to decline down the moraine from a continuous 4 cm layer (surmounted by 
numerous stones and boulders) to a patchy layer revealing a n increasing amount of bare ice. 
In the same direction ablation increased from 4S.3% (site lA) to [2S.7 % (site 4A) of the 
rate for bare ice. 
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TABLE II . ABLATION ON THE MAI N MORAINE SEPTEMBER 1972 

Sile No. 

4 cm debris 
2- 3 cm debris 

Descrij)lioll 

Patches of d ebris 2- 3 cm 
Bare ice between dispersed d ebris patches 

Meall diurnal 
ablalioll 

cm 

0·97 
I. 72 
2.5 1 

2.69 

~o of mean diurnal 
ablalioll of bare ice 

45·3 
80·3 

I 17.3 
125.7 

The model proposed is sufficiently flexible to allow form complexities and contrasts 
between individual moraines to be accommodated. Thus the subsidiary moraine of the 
T sidjiore ouve glacier fail ed to reach the height of the main moraine because the initial 
supply of debris was much smaller (this is manifestly obvious in the field ) . Possibly too the 
supply ran out sooner because the englacial material occupi ed a thinner layer of ice. For both 
reasons the subsidiary moraine "peaks" some 200 m further up-glacier than the main moraine. 
Furthermore its subsequent slow decline is related to the lack of lateral sliding, for owing to 
its restricted elevation the marginal slopes rarely exceed I S O and are usually much less (Fig. 
3B). Finally, detailed variations of height (associated, for example, with the individual ice 
mounds and secondary peaks of the main moraine) are probably related to differential rates 
of incorporation of frost-weathered material (Fig. SB). Indeed such an inference is essential 
if reversed (i. e. up-glacier) slopes a long the crest of the moraine are to be satisfactori ly 
explained . 

MS. received 28 September 1972 and infinaLform 5 September 1973 
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